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1989 Democracy Movement veteran Jiang Pinchao, now living in

Los Angeles, compiled 385 poems to mark the 18th anniversary of

the June 4th crackdown. Advance drafts of the book, reproduced

in pirated editions, have been confiscated by officials throughout

China. Following are translations of a small selection of the poems.

From “BeijingNotebook”

By Xiao Qiang

stars

That night, I was so tired.

Once asleep, I didn’t wake.

When the tanks came grinding past the tents,

I was still in the midst of the sweetest dreams.

Our flesh was cleft in the freezing tracks,

blood seeping by inches into the slabs;

Our youth

Sprang up with the roaring flames.

We watch yet over the square,

The brightest stars of dawn.

fresh flowers

It is the sixth dawn

After the hunger strike.
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An old woman, both eyes blind and rheumy,

Leaning on a little girl,

Grasping a bouquet of fresh flowers,

Totters in among us.

The picket line instantly parts

And the raucous square falls silent.

In the vast darkness

Flowers as red as blood.

big guy

Who’s in charge here?

I want to speak with him.

Tell me, whose lousy idea

Was all this?

We were just fine here in Beijing;

What are you doing, driving your tanks in here?

You’re Chinese, too!

Put down your guns, I’ll take you to Tiananmen for a look.

Please, put your guns down!

It’s just a bunch of kids over there.

the drummer

Singing all night, shouting slogans all night,

Everyone’s exhausted.

Just as dawn approaches

The lights in the square go out.

We understand, the troops are approaching;

The end has come.

In the deathly stillness, someone

Grabs a drum and climbs the cenotaph.

Two hundred thousand people sit in silence;

In the darkness no sound but the drum’s increasingly urgent tatoo.
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For Seventeen (Commemorating the Second
Anniversary of 6/4)
By Liu Xiaobo

(You didn’t listen to your parents’ warnings, jumped out the bathroom window, snuck

away.When you fell, holding up a banner, you were just 17. But I lived; I am already 36.

In the presence of your shade, to survive is a crime, and to give you a poem is even

grosser shame. The living ought to keep their mouths shut, ought to listen to the mur-

murs from the grave. That I should write a poem for you! I am unfit. Your age, 17, is

worth more than any word or work—more than any thing that can be made.)

I live,

even sustain a certain notoriety.

I want the courage, or the quality,

to proffer a handful of flowers and a poem,

to come before a seventeen-year-old’s faint grin,

though I know—I know—

Seventeen doesn’t carry the slightest grudge.

Your age (seventeen) tells me this:

life is plain. It lacks splendor,

like gazing at a desert with no borders:

with no need for trees, no need for water,

no need for the dappled touch of flowers,

you take the sun’s malice; that is all.

At seventeen, you fell on the road,

and so the way was lost.

At seventeen, eyes open in the mud,

you were peaceful as a book.

Here, in this world,

seventeen,

you clung to nothing,

nothing but your pure, white, spotless youth.

When, at seventeen, your breathing stopped—

well, it was like a miracle—

you had not lost hope.

The bullets ripped through the mountains,

convulsed the seas,

as, for a time, all the flowers in the world

took on one color only.

Seventeen, you didn’t lose hope,

couldn’t lose hope.

Take the love you never spent,
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give it to your mother;

her hair is white now.

Your mother, who once locked you away.

Her line was broken

under the red and five-starred flag.

High and fine,

your mother,

your own blood,

shout-roused by your dying glance.

She carries with her your last will,

walks among all the tombs.

When she herself is ready to fall,

with your ghost breath

you brace her up,

you set her on the road.

Past age or youth,

past death,

Seventeen,

already

forever.

(June 1, 1991, late at night in Beijing.)

Altar

By Yuan Hongbing

Ardent hearts,

doused

in dead-cold desolation.

Blasted hearts,

changed

to massive crags, wind-riven.

At the top of these rocky crags,

an altar, endlessly rebuilt.

And offered there,

offered there:

hardened blood, a single drop;

glittering ice, a single piece;

feathery sunlight, one gold gleam.

The sunlight is pain and sorrow, carved on iron bones,

the cold ice, grief and mourning; it will not melt away.
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And

The hardened blood—

the hardened blood—

one night’s legacy: 6/4.

Hide-and-Seek

By Yang Jianli (Written in Prison)

You hide, I’ll seek.

One, two, three . . . let’s go!

Two pillows stuff the counterpane

(but under the bed the crossed-up feet).

Still:

I can’t find you, I can’t find you!

I’ll hide, you seek.

One, two, three . . . let’s go!

Crouch in the shower, pull the curtain closed

(but leave one slipper still outside).

Ooh,

you’ve found me, now you’ve found me!

You hide, I’ll seek,

I’ll hide, you seek.

One, two, three . . .

This time Papa hid for good.

Still looking today,

You must be mad!

(Written on July 24, 2003, the birthday of Yang’s son Aaron)

Translators and Chinese links

[Beijing Notebook] Translated by Stacy Mosher and Caitlin Anderson

http://rockngo.org/archives/1989/08/post_88.html.

[For Seventeen] Translated by Caitlin Anderson

http://www.boxun.com/hero/liuxb/402_1.shtml.

[Altar] Translated by Caitlin Anderson

http://boxun.com/hero/2007/jiangpinchao/7_1.shtml.

[Hide-and-Seek] Translated by Caitlin Anderson

http://www.chinaeweekly.com/viewarticle_gb.aspx?vid=1644.




